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EXPERIENCE
LED-Signs is a leading provider of LED sign technology in
Australia. We have been supplying both major and
independent cinema complexes for over 35 years. Our
experience in the industry means that our development,
design and manufacturing processes are industry
benchmarks.

EXPERTISE
LED-Signs specialises in indoor, as well as outdoor
solutions which combine superior design, longevity, and
environmental toughness. Our product range includes
box office displays, video super screens, multimedia
displays, multi-line & scrolling signs, menu boards and
scoreboards.

VERSATILITY
Our versatility means that we have custom designed
visual display solutions for cinemas, advertising
organisations, signage providers, casinos, clubs, hotels,
airports, schools, architects, builders, mining and retail
organisations.
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LED-Signs’ Cinema Solutions combine quality, purpose
built displays and custom designed software that can
operate as stand-alone systems or be integrated with
most popular ticketing systems.
Our cinema solutions cover all areas of cinema
operations from box office displays to candy bar
advertising.
Our cinema applications include:
 Box office displays
 Cinema door displays
 Queuing system applications
 Architectural features
 Advertising applications
Our cinema applications feature:
 Ticketing system integration
 Single and full colour options
 User-friendly software allowing the flexibility to
display program information, movie trailers and
advertising.
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INTEGRATED CINEMA SYSTEMS

LED-Signs’ Textlite product is favoured by large national
cinema complexes as well as independent operators.
The system interfaces to most popular ticketing systems
or can operate as a stand-alone system.
Our range of cinema systems are renowned for their
longevity, are low maintenance and economical to run.
They are designed to enhance the entertainment
experience and provide accurate and timely information
to cinema goers.

Box Office and Cinema Displays
LED-Signs’ Textlite electronic display systems for ticket
box programming information and door signs has been
the industry benchmark since being supplied to the Hoyts
George Street Sydney Cinema Complex in 1987.

Architectural Features
LED signs can add ambience as well as functionality to
any décor by creating a focal point that is both
informative and attractive to look at. LED décor displays
range from single line scrolling signs to large full colour
screens.

Advertising Applications
LED-Signs offer contemporary, high-tech advertising
solutions. From full colour outdoor billboards to candy
bar displays, LED-Signs’ range of visual display solutions
are flexible and easily updated.

RGB Screens
Full colour RGB screens are an exciting and dynamic
visual feature. They give cinema managers the flexibility
to display programming information, show trailers, and
advertise specials.
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